The idea is personal Analysis and not with any one consulted.

Q.1.

Why believe in One God (Allah)…?

Ans.
It’s a logic which makes to believe Allah (God) should be one. As per the definition of God the most
Powerful, the most merciful, the most gracious, the all hearing, the all-seeing, free will etc. etc. can be only
possessed by one true God. These properties cannot be attributed to any other sources what so ever. Logic
governs that if there is more than one God, there will be dispute and refutation in every decision concerning
creation, color, existence et. etc. If either of the two God has to compromise or subdue to other God due to
any cause, then He is compromising his attribute of free will, so a God of compromised free will and a free
willing God, what a illogical thinking. Hence there can only be one and only one true God none other.

Q2.

Is Qur’an word of God (Allah)….?

Ans.
It’s very easy to test a scriptures to be as a word of God ( Allah ) or not. Check if the book meets these
following criteria.










Q.3.

No sentence crosses each other in meaning to each other at any point of narration.
Stands with time. (Sentence does not change as per time change_ Decades or Centuries).
Does a not use under rated words that make a person feel as if he is reading an adult book.
Written in most scholarly way that it may become the mother of books in that language.
Secondly, if a person wants to find out the exact meaning of the word in that language, he has
turn to that book for his guidance.
The book should be able to give its own argument (self-explained) in complete, if it raises an
issue in that particular subject.
Should give solution to the problems of the Human society as a whole.
Should work as a guide to Human race whenever He is in a state of confusion, doubts.
If it speaks for life science it should be scientifically proven, if it speaks about Psychology, it
should be well established. If it speaks about Space, or deep space, sea or deep sea, Human
birth etc. etc. then it should speak scientifically proven facts or science can far see to establish
the facts on later stage.

How the Universe came into existence….?

Ans.
As we have seen above that there can only be one true God non other, then it is his free will and thus
the knowledge he has, governs the existence of whatever we see, feel or whatever we perceive through our
intellectual mind, even the dreams and beyond. If this would have not been the case, then there won’t be any
world. We know an explosion creates nothing, but scatters things here and there, nothing comes into
existence, but we see that our universe came into existence with an explosion scientifically proven (but now
people are starting to say this is wrong, just to fit their timely demand) and we further see how harmoniously
each of the system is, outside the space and in this world so called earth, down to atomic and sub atomic
particles. Who can do it, some very powerful energy source, that’s what comes to mind.

Human mind has a capacity that means it is finite. Only 13 percent of it works for the people like Albert
Einstein, the rest 87 percent we do not know what their actual function and needs are (A lot of theories are
there, but lame). We have constants in this world on which the whole life and earth existence depends. Even
slightest of the change of numeral does occur, there will be death taking results for everything in existence.
For example we take Light. Its speed is a constant that is 2.998 lac km per second, the maximum attainable
speed of anything possible in this world including the dark Energies. Other constants are the Universal Mass
constant G, on which the rotation of the heavenly bodies depends. Earth’s rotation etc, etc. There are other
constants and no one can change this constant, these constants are rigid in nature. Who fixed these numbers
to these constants? Ask a scientist, his reply will be Mother Nature. My next question will be on whose
authority…? In which he will say it is that way, may be to balance itself. All answers leading to misconception,
delusions and running away from truth. Not accepting his defeat, the arrogance nature, same as Shaitan
(saitan), that made him the most evil in nature against Human race. So, we see that there is a limit to
everything in this world. Then the question is what is beyond limitation, for example what is there beyond the
visible Universe. Remember that we are at present seeing the visible universe may be millions of years before
the light left that star or galaxy, that is million years younger, than what it might look like at present state. At
present, may be that star or galaxy have died out, and if alive we have to wait another millions of years to see
its shape, again it will be a history of the galaxy at that time. So, we have limitation of what we are seeing in
fact. Let’s go to perceive-ness that is I find the non-visible Universe to be “X” and also proved by my
mathematical calculation. Then what is the proof that it really exists, may be not occurring the way you think,
although mathematically proved. For example, if you say infinite and put a number to it, then also it is finite
but not infinite as perceived. So they cannot be true.

Q.4.

Will the Universe come to an end….?

Ans.
As scientifically proven, that the entropy of nature is increasing drastically, which leads to the end of
the world naturally. Scientifically we cannot know when the time will be for the end, as we do not know the
absorptive capacity of the Universe for the rising of the entropy.

Q5.

What will happen to the universe after its collapse...?

Ans.
As the Universe started with a big bang, it will collapse to its original state of point, a point of no
return. Why..? Because, a time will come when the space mass value (stars and galaxies) will try to regain its
original state of equilibrium, but the stretch of the space will prevent it from doing it, that is at the end of the
expanding Universe, the mass of the heavenly bodies will be at a point of converting into energy, but at that
state of time, the dark energies around the heavenly bodies will start pulling them back together, hence there
will be push and pull and suddenly the mass will increase to such an extent that it will reach the heavenly
critical mass ( necessary for its collapse) and will collapse to a singularity. This is what I think, but God says I
will collapse this world to its original state on the fixed time which is only known to him alone.

Q6.

Can we travel time...?

Ans.
We cannot travel time. Illiterate people are made to believe that they can travel time. To travel time
you have to get out of the present three dimensional space and time fabric to enter a new or old three

dimensional Space and time fabric, conditionally. Conditions are to rapture all the constants of present state,
because there will be a transition state while changing space and time fabric.
Now people say if you travel with the speed of light or just approachable range of speed of light you can travel
time. My question is whether we will travel forward OR backward in time. Where we will land…? Secondly, if
we travel with the speed of light (Day Dream), then what about light. It should disappear in time as soon as it
leaves its source. But we can trap light and record its speed, see it travel. It does not disappear in time. So, the
myth time travel is for children to enjoy.

Q7.

Have we evolved during the time...?

Ans.
These are assumptions made by scientists to simplify the study of living things. It’s not at all that we
(Humans) or any living creature have evolved during the time such as from apes or monkeys or water. Why…?
Because if we look at the cells I mean Blood cells, they are so complicated in nature, that their drainage
system is more complex than the drainage system of entire New York city, if we scale the cell size to the size of
New York city or vice versa. Its functionality is so complex that no modern factory can match. When the theory
of evolution was proposed, the cell used to be seen through a glass as a patch of tiny dots, and scientists did
not know what lay within that patched dots. When Electron microscope and more advance microscope in later
1930 to 1940s came in to existence, scientists started knowing the complex nature of a tiny cell. It refuted the
possibility of the very concept of chance of evolution.
Another way of thinking is that the Humans have evolved in different stages, and then we do not find any
evidence in Archeology such as half man, half goat OR Half man and half horse. And if that would have been
the case, still, to date, living things could be seen in those primary or secondary or tertiary stages of evolution,
not from mother such as homo sapiens mother gives birth to a child homo sapiens, and not that she gives
birth to a donkey or monkey, as we see it happening today. This is also because Mother Nature does not
change its laws as per timely demand. If we go in genetics, there also, it is not possible scientifically, to fuse
two different genes. Even the chromosomes (The double helix structure) of two different animals on its
elementary stage of fusion, do not show any affinity. This research had been performed by scientists by fusing
two different genes, to produce a new hybrid animal. For example fusing the gene of horse and cow, to make
a new hybrid animal which can run like a horse and gives milk as well. Scientists repeatedly failed in their
research. Although, scientists successfully managed to develop twin sheep by the name Dolly. A sheep’s
chromosome can develop only sheep. They could not develop Horse out of sheep.

Q7.

Who is Allah..?

It is said that Allah is not of any thing existing in this world so it is also to be noted that He is nothing is also
to be in question. He is nothing is also obsolete. So what is he is a mystery only we know him as Muslims as
Allah the One and only one.
Q8

Mathematical Proof of existence of God to be One and Only One.

If we consider God to be One = 1
If we consider this world seen and unseen to be zero = 0
Then ,

If we multiply any number or anything of this world with one, will give you the exact same number that is
its actual reality. Not at all ambiguous result or results.
If we divide Anything with One also gives the exact same thing nothing changes even in the Matrix form.
Giving Mathematical proof for persons with knowledge to believe in One Creator.
But if we multiply any number or thing of this world with zero, it gives you zero. It means that that product
in your eyes may be very big thing but in the eyes of God(Allah) it is nothing and is equal to zero.
Again if we divide any thing with zero gives Infinte number. i.e. people with knowledge are bewildered by
this thing. This infinite is not at all encompassed by Human mind.Infinite can every where. For example
compared to Atoms , This world is infinite, and compared to this world, the Universe is infinite. So, infinite
exists every where. After this infinite to be more précised, we may…can ask a question Who is God and
how big He is. The concept of Hinduism may be based upon this that everything is God, But for the people
of the book, this concept seems to be not suiting their knowledge as advancement of the Human society, so
the concept of trinity may have arisen to suit the needs. But at present day we know that the concept of
trinity has collapsed as per the advanced knowledge the Human kind has achieved.
So, the concept according to Mathematical analysis for God (Allah) should be One and Only one. Forget
Atheism, which is itself in question and they have little knowledge.
Q9.

What is Creation..? Or what is Soul…?

In Arabic Bashar means sight and it also means Creation. So what we can see is called creation. Now the
question of soul comes in question. Where in body resides. It resides in the body where maximum amount
of pain the creation feels. The maximum pain a creation feel is in the core of the brain, the Medula. And the
rest of the part is distributed in the body. One can find this in other books. And the soul which resides in the
brain is the last to leave the body. So, when the creation dies, the soul leaves the brain through the eye, so
the eye sees it depart. This is my analysis. No one has to agree to it.

Q10.

When the world will end…?

Its my personal analysis. No one has to agree to it. We live in Galaxy called the Milky way. We also know
that the Universe has started with a Big Bang. We also know that the time when it came to into creation it
has started to expand and it is to this very day is expanding. Now when this Galaxy of ours that is the Milky
way will just reach the first heavens of the Seven Heavens…OR the first Gate way out of the Seven Gate
ways, the Galaxy will tend to light speed that means it will start to boil off, then suddenly the collapse of all
the matters will start, that is the day when the world will end.
NOTE _ All thoughts presented here are personal opinion. No body is forced to believe what I have written.

